


I. Introduction of HIFU Function

I. Introduction:

What is this year? Recently, the beauty industry set off a [HIFU

frozen age boom], whether walking in the subway station or

newspapers and magazines are not difficult to see more and more

beauty salons in the sale of HIFU treatment ads, but in fact [HIFU]

What is it? I believe there are a lot of people know everything. HIFU

[High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound], high-energy focus ultrasonic

knife technology, also known as Ulthera pole line sound wave skin.

As the name implies, the use of focused methods to concentrate

the ultrasound, with its focused heat to high-energy ultrasound into

the 4.5mm shallow muscle fascia layer (SMAS). HIFU heat can be

distributed by the SMAS layer together with the muscles and skin

together to tighten the time, to achieve the effect of facial contours

to enhance. In addition, HIFU technology is effective in heat.



II. Specifications:

Type High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound

Frequency 10MHz 7MHz 4MHz

Mode Pulse digital mode output

Power The maximum power 200W

Treatment probe DS10-1.5N DS7-3.0 DS4-4.5

Optional probe DS10-1.5 DS7-3.0 DS7-4.5 DS4-8.0 DS4-13

Length 5.0 ~ 25mm 1mm / step

Input power AC110V ~ 220V 50Hz / 60Hz

Weight 20.5kg

Package Size 69 * 64 * 34cm

III. Accessories Image

Treatment handle



IV. Principle

1. The representative of the RF radio waves is the Thermage CPT,

and the energy source is radio waves

2. The laser represents the instrument for the long pulse

wavelength of 1064nm optical wave laser, the energy source for the

light wave.

3. Ulthera, energy source for the ultrasound, from the table can be

seen Ulthera heating temperature is high, the depth of treatment,

while accurate.

4.Deep pull technology, so that treatment can be immediately

observed depth of 8mm tissue layer;

5.Original "positioning indicator line" precision placement energy

position, clear and clear.



V. Instrument Description

5.1 Host control section



5.2 Treatment handle section

Figure 5.2 shows the handle sensor, top and side view

Table below: Indicates the treatment handle item description.

Project Description

1 Switch button Imaging start, stop treatment / start treatment mode

2 Work button Work indicator light

3 Lock bit Lock the treatment head in the tip of the gun

4 Treatment head For the treatment of different parts of the patient head

5 Rugged cable sheath Connect the handle to the control section



5.3 Cartridges Section

Table below: Description of the treatment probe

Project Description

1 Top mark Treatment head and other information

2 Treatment

instructions

Indicates the length of the processing line and the center mark

(center of the treatment sensor)

Table below: Treatment head sensor type

Treatment head

sensor type

Treatment

frequency

Treatment

depth

Image

depth

Scan length

DS7-1.5N 7MHz 1.5mm 0-8mm 25mm

DS7-3.0N 7MHz 3.0mm 0-8mm 25mm

DS7-4.5N 4MHz 4.5mm 0-8mm 25mm



5.4 Recommended for the first time

Packing:

The control unit and handle are placed on a container. The

treatment head is packaged and transported separately from the

control unit with the handle in the ready-to-use non-sterile bag.

System Basics: The system equipment can be provided on the cart

or other workbench, host and power cord. Recommended trolleys

provide users with the greatest liquidity and provide safer

treatments. The weight and dimensions of the system are in the

technical documentation manual. Host internal space on the back,

sides, bottom and top of the cooling system. In the long term use,

the system equipment is normal

VI.Ultherapy Technology Advantage

Ultherapy is a breakthrough non-surgical treatment, through the

ultrasound to stimulate the deep skin collagen, has reached a deep

and effective effect of pulling the skin against the gravity and the

destruction of our skin. Improvements around the eye include the

lifting of the eyebrow line, reducing the upper face drooping,

smoothing the crow's feet, so that the eyes are more bright and

piercing. The cheek sagging skin can be lifted and stretched to

improve signs of aging from the nose to the mouth, the mouth to the



mandibular folds, and the mouth. In general, it has other benefits,

such as more clear mandibular contours, improved skin tone and

more even skin tone. Ultherapy is FDA-certified and is a recipe for

treating aging. Ultherapy mainly treats the face and neck, for the

skin relaxation, fine lines wrinkles, difficult to treat the neck, etc.,

have a delightful treatment effect, the package can effectively pull

tighten the cheeks skin, while improving the chin line, so Facial

contour lines more compact and beautiful, and annoying rise of the

pattern. Stripes, crow's feet, etc., also because Ultherapy start the

skin regeneration mechanism, from inside to outside to be

improved! Ultherapy thermal effects can bring a double effect to the

skin, the first weight is the skin collagen and SMAS immediate

contraction, so the moment after treatment to see the effect; the

second is the role of tissue heat after the long-term collagen New

reorganization, which will be in accordance with the individual

physical and reaction time difference, because the new collagen

takes time to let the muscles to build, the vast majority of people in

the treatment after 3 to 6 months the most obvious effect. Ultherapy

advantage is that only need a course of treatment can start the skin

regeneration program, individual exclusive exclusive head, more

targeted, can be for personal skin conditions, record treatment

values, more comprehensive treatment, stimulate collagen



hyperplasia, skin Bringing sustained and significant improvements,

and the effect of sustainable one and a half to two years.

VII.Principle of treatment

Ultrasound is focused on a single point to produce high energy,

acting on SMAS; Superficial Musculo-Aponeurotic System,

resulting in shrinkage of the SMAS layer, resulting in the effect of

drawing.

VIII.Treatment function

1. pull and tighten the cheeks skin

2. Improve the chin lines, reduce the veneer pattern

3. To improve the skin, so that the skin meticulous, shiny

4. Remove neckline and prevent neck aging

5. Improve skin elasticity and contour firming

6. tighten the forehead of the skin tissue, to enhance eyebrow lines

7. Remove wrinkles around your forehead, eyes, and lips



IX.Advantage

Advantages 1: the best temperature protection

Ulthera pole line sound wave temperature of 65 ℃ -70 ℃ or so, is

the most suitable for collagen denaturation of the temperature.

Focused ultrasound, do not have to heat the skin, will not cause

damage to the skin.

Advantages 2: the most accurate depth

Ulthera pole line sound wave energy accurate focus in the depths

of the organization, no effect on the surface of the skin, on the one

hand deep effect, the effect is ideal, on the one hand better protect

the surface of the skin

Advantages 3: safe non-invasive, accurate and reliable

Ulthera pole sound wave Pippi using the most accurate patented

"positioning index line", to accurately locate the energy placement,

and the energy is controllable, delicate and accurate, more secure

security, the role of more comprehensive.

Advantages 4: safe and non-invasive, with doing with the go

Ulthera pole sound waves in the world's ultra-100,000 people use,

a treatment only about 40 minutes, the treatment process without

pain, no recovery period, and the effect of legislation and

progressive.



Advantages 5: a variety of treatment head, multi-site effect

Ulthera pole sound waves can be based on different skin and depth,

choose a different treatment head, can play a variety of parts of the

skin, such as the face. Neck, eyes, abdomen, arms, etc., have a

very good effect.

X.Introduction to the operation

The following figure: boot interface click anywhere to enter the next

interface (treatment handle selection)



1. Face treatment Interface description:

① -Length setting

② -Treatment head logo

③ -Number of remaining times / total number of times

④ -The total number of current probe operations

⑤ -The total number of current probe operations

⑥ -Spacing adjustment

⑦ -Energy setting

⑧ -Return to the main interface

⑨ -Stop

⑩ -Ready



2. Body treatment interface description:

① -Length setting

② -Treatment head logo

③ -Number of remaining times / total number of times

④ -The total number of current probe operations

⑤ -The total number of current probe operations

⑥ -Spacing adjustment

⑦ -Energy setting

⑧ -Return to the main interface

⑨ -Stop

⑩ -Ready



XI Treatment guidelines

The ulthera system pre-treatment guidelines have been established

in clinical trials. The desktop displays the images showing the

details of these guides as they appear on the system's screen. Two

pre-programmed treatment guidelines:

Note: Please follow the flow diagram

Note: After the end of the treatment from the same or different

operating instructions to restore all the treatment head to the

default set of energy

11.1 Safety guidelines for neck treatment (see below)



11.2 Ultherapy Safety Guide for Face Treatment (see below)



XII.System message

The Ulthera system is designed with internal inspections to ensure

that all aspects of the equipment are operating safely. In the event

of the information presented in the use of the process, please follow

the knowledge on the screen or reference information.

This information is classified according to IEC 60601-1-8

information signal

B

B code

Treatment head temperature is

too high If the problem persists,

see further information or

contact the manufacturer to

support the user manual.

The internal treatment head

temperature exceeds the limit, please

let the treatment head stop working

cool down at the start work

C

Code C

Hardware interrupt Please

reboot the system. If the

problem persists, see further

information or user manual.

The hardware stop is due to an error

detected in the control unit. Please

turn off the reboot system



E

Code E

Communication interruption

Please restart the system. If the

problem persists, see further

information or user manual

Communication stop is due to

initialization error, can not detect the

control unit? Please turn off the reboot

system

H

Code H

Treatment head is not detected,

please remove and re-insert the

treatment head. If the problem

persists, see further information

or user manual

The treatment head is not detected, to

ensure that the correct installation,

can not be removed when the

treatment head and re-insert the new

treatment head

K

Code K

Software interrupt Please reboot

the system. If the problem

persists, see further information

or user manual

The treatment head is not detected, to

ensure that the correct installation,

can not be removed when the

treatment head and re-insert the new

treatment head

L

Code L

Treatment head to stop working

or alarm light, check the number

of treatment head is consumed.

When the number of treatment heads

is zero. Disassemble and replace the

treatment head



N

Code N

USB connection Please check

the drive and continue. For more

information, please refer to the

user manual

A problem was detected in the

supplied USB drive. Make sure the

drive is in the correct format and that

there is enough space. (No opening)

S

Code S

The red button indicates an

error light. If the problem

persists, see further information

or user manual

Red indicator light indicates system or

treatment head error! Please check

the treatment head or turn off the host

to restart

T

Code T

If the temperature of the control

panel is too high, please turn off

the host, see further information

or contact the manufacturer

The temperature of the internal control

circuit exceeds the limit. Allow the

control circuit to cool. Provide proper

ventilation

V

Code V

Treatment head energy transfer

stop click scan recovery scan If

the problem persists, see further

information or contact the

manufacturer

Excessive reflected power is being

given. If the problem persists, try

changing another treatment head click

scan, restore the scanning system



W

Code W

Unauthorized treatment of head,

do not use.

Unauthorized treatment head

connection, please contact the

manufacturer

X

Code X

Treatment head can not be read

and write, being given, please

re-insert the new treatment

head. See further information or

user manual

Treatment head can not re-write

procedures, after use, please contact

the manufacturer to replace the new

treatment head

XIII. Cleaning and nursing

13.1 Wash the treatment head and handle the head

Note: The treatment of the head of the packaging is anti-static

packaging, do not touch the chip

As the treatment head will be in the patient's skin contact, clean the

treatment head please use 70% isopropyl alcohol disinfection, you

can also use a standard 70% isopropyl alcohol cotton wipe gently

wipe the treatment head and cable. Both the treatment head and

the handle need to be kept clean and dry. After wiping the treatment

head back into its original packaging to facilitate the next use



WARNING: Use only the above cleaning method to clean. Do

not use acetone or other solvents, as this will damage the treatment

head or other parts

13.2 General maintenance of the system

In order to obtain the best performance, the equipment carefully

follows the following principles

13.2.1 Check that the treatment head and connector are in good

contact

13.2.2 Ensure that the treatment head correctly identifies and

prolongs the life of the system

13.2.3 Do not place the handle or treatment head on the floor or

other hard surfaces. This may cause damage.

13.2.4 Do not twist the handle cable. This may cause damage to

the internal wires and connections

13.2.5 Use only ultrasonic gels. Do not use other lubricants or

emulsions, especially mineral oil, which may eventually damage

the treatment head or circuit

13.2.6 work in the treatment of the head and the patient to keep the

distance, in strict accordance with the requirements of operation

13.2.7 treatment head to complete the operation after treatment on



the surface of the treatment of a gel wipe clean. Avoid gel in the

treatment head or other control unit

13.2.8 When using a new treatment head, check that the treatment

head is intact

13.2.9 There is a memory function in the treatment head. After use,

save it with the magnetic card or the static object.

13.2.10 Do not insert other similar objects in the treatment head

into the handle, otherwise it will damage the system

WARNING: Always check the date of use of the treatment

head before use. Should not use expired treatment head



XIV.Effect comparison



XV suitable crowd

1, the skin appears wrinkled people face crow's feet, forehead

pattern, nasolabial fold, neck, abdomen with stretch marks and

thigh fat pattern and other wrinkles crowd

2. skin aging, relaxation, drooping people jaw loose, with double

chin, drooping eyes, eyebrows drooping and other groups;

3, loose skin, bloated crowd facial skin relaxation, abdomen, arm

fat, buttocks relaxation, postpartum drink weight loss after

abdomen relaxation, body aliasing crowd.

XVI taboo crowd

1, pregnant women

2, severe heart disease, diabetes, hyperthyroidism patients

3, advanced cancer patients

4, surgical wounds are not healed

5, within a year injected with botulinum toxin

6, the effect of unrealistic fantasy who



Seventeen, security matters
1. Handling safety

The operating system memory precision instruments, users try not to move the machine long
distance. During the transport process must be used to provide the original shock absorber
package, otherwise it may lead to system disorders, affecting the energy output.
2. Electrical safety

The operating system uses single-phase 220V power supply, the maximum output current of
not more than 10A.
In order to extend the service life of the machine to reduce the impact of power grid fluctuations
on the machine, users need to use 1000W regulator.
3. Operational safety

Keep the system clean at all times and ensure that the condensate does not pollute the system
4. System security settings

In order to ensure the use of safety, the product strictly enforced (photoelectric) enterprise
standard immediately after checking the circuit is safe, and the entire operation process should
continue to check the circuit.
What is its operating principle?

Just like any other ultrasonic instrument, a smooth handle will be placed on the skin, and then
put the image on the fluorescent screen. The same handle will release the concentrated low
energy directly to the appropriate inner layer of the skin, will not hurt the skin noise on the
surface. Your skin's response to these energies is to increase the generation of new protein
collagen. It will slowly firming the skin, and ultimately achieve the natural pull and balance the
effect of the skin.
What is the difference between this therapy and other non-surgical treatment?

Ulthera is the only totale therapy that uses ultrasound to treat the skin. Use mature
technology - while using ultrasound to inspect the underlying skin and the precise treatment of
him - to ensure safe and satisfactory results
What is the treatment process?

Ulthera is a comfortable therapy that does not require anesthesia. When the ultrasound
penetrates into the subcutaneous tissue, the patient feels a warm and mild feeling of
acupuncture.

Ulthera is through this way deep firming and pulling the skin, has a clear and lasting effect. The
whole process takes about 60 minutes. After treatment you can immediately return to all the
daily activities, You can make up if necessary. Your skin will be temporarily reddish, but after a
few hours will fade.
How many times I need treatment?
Most of the patients after 1 to 2 times the treatment can see the effect. Your doctor will decide
the number of treatments, in addition, The Sloane Clinic doctors will arrange referral time, for
you photographed after treatment photos and understand your progress. Which part of the face
can be treated? Any part of the face, such as the forehead, the temple, the middle or lower half
of the face and the lower jaw can be treated with Ulthera. In some cases, the neck can also be
treated. At the same time the treatment of the whole face and neck is the most popular, because
it can give patients the best and most obvious effect. During the consultation period, The Sloane
Clinic's doctor will customize a set of treatments for you



MARKING

Marking with ruler
This planning ruler is used to assist in the treatment planning mark, used in line.
Plan the width of the ruler according to the standard Transducer energy line length (25 cm).
Along the sides of the planning ruler can draw a row of energy directly to the width, and then
move to the next draw the next row

Creating the facial map is a critical component of
the Ultherapy treatment, and it is important to
complete this step prior to beginning treatment.

During the mapping process,the clinician will
identify and mark important facial anatomy,
including major bones and nerves.

This will allow treatment to be delivered safely,
and with consistent efficacy.



Making: Upper Face

MARKING: Lower Face

A.INFRAORBITAL RIM
1.Palpate the bone below the eye (infraorbital rim)
and mark along the edge of it.
B.LATERAL ORBIT
1.Mark a horizontal line from the outside corner of
the eye to the hairline.
2.Place the treatment card perpendicular to the line
and mark 5 lines below and 5 lines above
3.Draw a line that angles upward from the top mark.
4.Draw a line that angles downward from the bottom
mark.The lines in steps 3 and 4 should create a fan shape
that points to the eye.
C. BROW
1.Have the patient look straight up and mark the
position of the midpupil, from the brow to the hairline.
2.Place the treatment card perpendicular to the
mid-pupil line, along the eyebrow. Count 10 lines towards
the ear and draw a vertical line to the hairline.10-1.5 7-3.0

D. UPPER NECK / SUBMENTAL
1. Palpate the thyroid cartilage and draw a line from the
top of the thyroid cartilage to the bottom of each ear.

2. Mark the middle of the chin with a dot.

3. Mark along the border of the jaw bone (mandible),
and follow the curvature of the jaw bone up to each ear.

4. Place the treatment card over the midline dot on the
chin and mark down each side of the card to the line
at the thyroid cartilage.

5. Place the edge of the treatment card over the line
just created and mark down the outside edge. Repeat
the process 2-3 times on both sides to create the 5 - 7
Segments for the upper neck.

Note:When marking new treatment columns, overlap
each column by 1-2 dots on the treatment card, to
ensure proper density.



MARKING: Lower Face

COMPLETED PATIENT MARKING

E. CHEEKS
1.Draw a line from the top edge of the middle of
the ear to the bottom of the cheek bone and
towards the outside of the nose.
2.Place the card vertically against the corner of the
mouth and draw a line on the outside of the card
(the side closest to the ear), from the cheek to the jaw.
3.Line the card up horizontally with the corner of
the mouth and draw a line along the top edge of the card.
4.Fill the area by the mouth with X’s to clearly indicate
not to treat in this area. This is the location of the marginal
mandibular nerve.
5.Use the treatment card to draw 2-3 columns, starting
at the outside edge (closest to the ear) of the area you
marked with X’s.
Note:When marking new treatment columns, overlap
each column by 1-2 dots on the treatment card, to ensure
proper density.

Face important nerves approximate location



TREATMENT

Ultherapy treatment guidelines were
developed to provide a consistently high
level of safety, efficacy and comfort for
your patients. It is important to perform a
patient assessment prior to treatment,
and consider factors such as the amount of
laxity,volume, skin quality, age, and overall
health of the individual. The treatment
plan should also address the areas of
greatest concern for the patient, and set
realistic expectations for their anticipated
outcome.

Treatment regimen (1) 504 lines



NOTES: 4.5mm Treatment Guideline

UPPER NECK
Treat the upper neck, making multiple passes and moving
between columns as necessary, based on the patient’s response.

- Deliver the first line of energy in each column as close to the jaw bone
(mandible) as possible, without hitting it. Align the transducer with the mandible,
then slide it back and forth so the mandible “flashes” across the screen. Deliver
energy when the mandible is not in the treatment window.

- Do not deliver energy below the line above the thyroid cartilage.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase discomfort
and the likelihood of potential side effects.

LATERAL ORBIT
Align the transducer with the outside corner of the eye(closest
to the ear),positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the
patient’s eye.

Deliver an equal number of lines above and below the
marked line at the outside corner of the eye

- When treating, the end of the transducer closest to the ear will move
more than the opposite side, creating a Fanning pattern.

- Reposition the transducer after delivering each line, instead of just
pivoting on a point, to prevent retreating the same tissue.

CHEEK
1. Treat the cheek region, making multiple passes and moving
between columns as necessary, based on the patient’s response.

- Do not treat directly into the cheek bone or into the mandible.

- Ensure that the columns of treatment touch each other without overlapping,
to ensure proper density.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase discomfort
and the likelihood of potential side effects.

BROW
1. Place the treat line of the transducer on the brow region,
positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the patient’s
eye. Deliver the determined number of lines spread evenly in
the region.
- Shorten the treatment line if the frontal bone is visible above the green
line, if the shape of the frontal bone prevents good coupling or if the
patient’s sensory response is significant.
GENERAL NOTES:
- Do not treat over the eye, in a location or with a technique,where the

ultrasound energy may reach the eye.
- Do not deliver energy if bone is visible at or above the treatment line.
Frequently verify proper coupling between the transducer and the skin
(see REFERENCE section).



NOTES: 4.5mm Treatment Guideline
.

Mandibular limbic region, do not trea
Face important nerves approximate location



UPPER NECK
1. Treat the upper neck, making multiple passes and
moving between columns as necessary, based on the
patient’s response.

- Deliver the first line of energy in each column as close to the jaw bone
(mandible) as possible, without hitting it. Align the transducer with the
mandible, then slide it back and forth so the mandible “flashes” acros the
screen. Deliver energy when the mandible is not in the treatment window.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase
discomfort and the likelihood of potential side effects.

LATERAL ORBIT
1. Align the transducer with the outside corner of the
eye (closest to the ear),positioning the handpiece so the
cord is towards the patient’s eye.

2. Deliver an equal number of lines above and below
the marked line at the outside corner of the eye.
- When treating, the end of the transducer closest to the ear will move more than
the opposite side, creating a fanning pattern.

- Reposition the transducer after delivering each line, instead

CHEEK
1. Treat the cheek region, making multiple passes and
moving between columns as necessary, based on the
patient’s response.

- Do not treat directly into the cheek bone or into the mandible.

- Ensure that the columns of treatment touch each other without
overlapping, to ensure proper density.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase
discomfort and the likelihood of potential side effects.

GENERAL NOTES:
- Do not treat over the eye, in a location or with a technique,where
the ultrasound energy may reach the eye.
- Do not deliver energy if bone is visible at or above the treatment
line.

BROW
1. Place the treat line of the transducer on the brow region,
positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the patient’s eye.
Deliver the determined number of lines spread evenly in the region.

- Shorten the treatment line if the frontal bone is visible above the green line, if
the shape of the frontal bone prevents good coupling or if the patient’s sensory
response is significant.

INFRAORBITAL
1 . Align the transducer on the mark below the eye , while gently
pulling the infraorbital skin in a downward direction ( towards the
feet ).

2. Deliver the first row of energy at the mark and then deliver
each additional row below the last row delivered .Never tilt the
transducer towards the orbit .

NOTES: 3.0mm Treatment Guideline



NOTES: 3.0mm Treatment Guideline

Face important nerves approximate location



What can I use after treatment?

Skin repair and newborn is a gradual process rather than a sudden

effect! Because the new collagen takes time to allow the muscles to

be built, so the effect of the very line of the sound wave is gradual,

may not see the effect of the difference every day.

What can I use after treatment?



NOTES: 4.5mm Treatment Guideline

UPPER NECK
Treat the upper neck, making multiple passes and moving
between columns as necessary, based on the patient’s response.

- Deliver the first line of energy in each column as close to the jaw bone
(mandible) as possible, without hitting it. Align the transducer with the mandible,
then slide it back and forth so the mandible “flashes” across the screen. Deliver
energy when the mandible is not in the treatment window.

- Do not deliver energy below the line above the thyroid cartilage.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase discomfort
and the likelihood of potential side effects.

LATERAL ORBIT
Align the transducer with the outside corner of the eye(closest
to the ear),positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the
patient’s eye.

Deliver an equal number of lines above and below the
marked line at the outside corner of the eye

- When treating, the end of the transducer closest to the ear will move
more than the opposite side, creating a Fanning pattern.

- Reposition the transducer after delivering each line, instead of just
pivoting on a point, to prevent retreating the same tissue.

CHEEK
1. Treat the cheek region, making multiple passes and moving
between columns as necessary, based on the patient’s response.

- Do not treat directly into the cheek bone or into the mandible.

- Ensure that the columns of treatment touch each other without overlapping,
to ensure proper density.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase discomfort
and the likelihood of potential side effects.

BROW
1. Place the treat line of the transducer on the brow region,
positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the patient’s
eye. Deliver the determined number of lines spread evenly in
the region.

- Shorten the treatment line if the frontal bone is visible above the green
line, if the shape of the frontal bone prevents good coupling or if the
patient’s sensory response is significant.

GENERAL NOTES:
- Do not treat over the eye, in a location or with a technique,where the

ultrasound energy may reach the eye.
- Do not deliver energy if bone is visible at or above the treatment line.
- Frequently verify proper coupling between the transducer and the
skin (see REFERENCE section).



NOTES: 4.5mm Treatment Guideline

Mandibular limbic region, do not treat

Face important nerves approximate location



UPPER NECK
1. Treat the upper neck, making multiple passes and
moving between columns as necessary, based on the
patient’s response.

- Deliver the first line of energy in each column as close to the jaw bone
(mandible) as possible, without hitting it. Align the transducer with the
mandible, then slide it back and forth so the mandible “flashes” acros the
screen. Deliver energy when the mandible is not in the treatment window.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase
discomfort and the likelihood of potential side effects.

LATERAL ORBIT
3. Align the transducer with the outside corner of the
eye (closest to the ear),positioning the handpiece so the
cord is towards the patient’s eye.

4. Deliver an equal number of lines above and below
the marked line at the outside corner of the eye.
- When treating, the end of the transducer closest to the ear will move more than
the opposite side, creating a fanning pattern.

- Reposition the transducer after delivering each line, instead

CHEEK
1. Treat the cheek region, making multiple passes and
moving between columns as necessary, based on the
patient’s response.

- Do not treat directly into the cheek bone or into the mandible.

- Ensure that the columns of treatment touch each other without
overlapping, to ensure proper density.

- Treating directly over the mandible or facial nerves may increase
discomfort and the likelihood of potential side effects.

GENERAL NOTES:
- Do not treat over the eye, in a location or with a technique,where
the ultrasound energy may reach the eye.
- Do not deliver energy if bone is visible at or above the treatment
line.

BROW
1. Place the treat line of the transducer on the brow region,
positioning the handpiece so the cord is towards the patient’s eye.
Deliver the determined number of lines spread evenly in the region.

- Shorten the treatment line if the frontal bone is visible above the green line, if
the shape of the frontal bone prevents good coupling or if the patient’s sensory
response is significant.

INFRAORBITAL
1 . Align the transducer on the mark below the eye , while gently
pulling the infraorbital skin in a downward direction ( towards the
feet ).

2. Deliver the first row of energy at the mark and then deliver
each additional row below the last row delivered .Never tilt the
transducer towards the orbit .

NOTES: 3.0mm Treatment Guideline



NOTES: 3.0mm Treatment Guideline

Face important nerves approximate location





Two Private Vaginal HIFU machine function introduction

Preface

Private Vaginal HIFU machine is following the private laser after more authoritative more
high-end anti-anti-shrink film equipment. The surgery without bleeding, no surgery, no scars, no
trauma, to replace the various effects of private laser instruments, better solve the problem of
vaginal relaxation. Before using the instrument, please read this manual carefully and follow the
instructions in the manual carefully to operate the instrument.
One. Instrument Overview
The latest high-end contraction of vaginal instruments Private Vaginal HIFU machine --- to
achieve tightening vaginal effect. Private Vaginal HIFU machine advanced is the use of the most
advanced focus ultrasound. Deep penetration of energy, direct access to the skin SMAS layer, so
that the timely shrinkage of collagen and stimulate collagen fibers, so as to enhance the skin from
the bottom of the skin elasticity (self-repair mechanism more secure). Private Vaginal HIFU
machine is contraction of the vagina without wounds, no recovery period, no bleeding, no need
to treat multiple times of the instrument, the magic of the shrink effect has been recognized by
the beauty industry industry authority.

Two. Instrument principle
Private Vaginal HIFU focus with its unique high-energy focus ultrasound direct access to the
vagina SMAS layer, enhance the SMAS fascia suspension, a comprehensive solution to the
problem of vaginal relaxation, it will accurately locate the ultrasonic energy in the submucosal
4.5mm fascia layer, Membrane muscle growth traction, to achieve the best effect of contraction
of the vagina. Acting on the subcutaneous 3mm collagen layer, collagen is a recombinant
newborn, to restore the elasticity of the skin, while the energy is passing through the epidermis,
so do not worry about mucosal injury, do not worry about mucosal injury caused by infection!
The instrument through the operator will probe into the vagina, and in the vagina SMAS layer
evenly on the line 54-216 line (about 1350-5400 points) to achieve the best effect of contraction
of the vagina.
Three. Instrument technology advantage
1. By automatically controlling the rotation angle, make sure that the multiple is very accurate.
Can adjust the corresponding parameters according to the depth of the vagina, greatly reducing
the operating time, so that the energy in the vaginal muscle more uniform, better effect.
2. The use of the most advanced high-tech technology, according to the internal conditions of the
vagina is equipped with two treatment head, precise role in different depth, the treatment of
energy passing through the mucous membrane, 100% without any damage. At the same time the
depth of the role of treatment head with the set value to ensure that customers are comfortable
without pain.
3. Thermal effects on dermal collagen and collagen fibers have a thermal stimulation of the fat
layer and fascia layer (SMAS).
4. Easy to operate
5. Immediately after treatment can see the effect of tightening
6. After one week of treatment can be restored, does not affect the normal sexual life.



Four. Instrument technical parameters
Working voltage: 110V-220V Operating frequency: 50-60HZ
Instrument size: 521mm * 275mm * 380mm Maximum power: 200W
Net weight: about 8.1kg (excluding base) Fuse: 5A
Outer packing: 69 * 64 * 34cm
Five. Name of each part



Six.Interface introduction

①-The number of rows in a circle ⑥-Addition and subtraction adjustment
②-The number of rows that have been played⑦-Memory parameters are saved
③-Handle angle ⑧-Pressure detection function
④-Automatic operation
⑤-Remaining times/Total number of times

Note: Click to prepare, after successful preparation, the handle light will be lit, and then press the
start. If the handle light does not light, press again to prepare, until the light is on, then press to
start



Seven.Air pressure interface Introduction

1. Before use, tighten the pressure adjustment switch, press the airbag to make the measured
value rise, and then slowly through the pressure adjustment switch so that the needle in the 20n
(initial value) position. (Use the pressure must be adjusted to 20n position)
2. Place the probe in the body (add the appropriate lubricant if it is difficult)
3. When measuring, please keep the body standing naturally, the legs slightly separate single Do
not exceed the width of the shoulder, measure the force when the vaginal ring muscle and pelvic
floor muscle (Do not shrink the buttocks and thigh muscles, so as not to affect the accuracy of
the measured values ) To observe the value on the screen, record the highest value for the use of
measurement data.
4. After 6 seconds of relaxation, natural breathing, into the second measurement, a total of three
measurements, Calculate 3 times measuring the highest average, this value is your vagina
relaxation degree standard
5. Correspond to the value of the vaginal elasticity test table in order to determine the exercise
method.

Pressure value Vaginal relaxation status Sensitivity Suggested exercise methods
60n or less Very bad No Must strengthen the exercise
60-80n Relatively poor Low Need to insist exercise
80-120n Normal Ordinary Need appropriate exercise
120-160n Good Tide blowing To enhance the exercise
More than 160n Very good Goddess Maintenance exercise



6. After measuring take out the probe clean, soft cloth wipe dry, into the box for the next use.

Eight,.Instrument treatment head
The instrument is equipped with two different treatment depths of the treatment head

Head picture The depth and efficacy of the treatment of the skin

3.0mm head Energy directly to the submucosal tissue to
accelerate cell activity to make collagen neonatal
recombination, increase mucosal elastic compact
vaginal muscle

4.5mm head Energy directly to the fascia layer of thermal
coagulation, resulting in tight pull and lift the fascia
to lift the effect of pulling the skin, so that the
muscles from deep to shallow to improve the muscle
structure to support the mucous membrane, better
help muscle layer to restore the elasticity of more
compact

Pressure detection
accessories

Using balloon-type pressure measurement principle,
detection of vaginal relaxation

Nine. Operation Introduction
1. Before using the instrument, use a cleaning agent to disinfect the used probe, wipe dry.
2. Install the handle into the rotating stand and connect the cable to the main unit.
3. Plug the host and press the power switch to start the instrument.
4. Select the appropriate probe and connect it to the handle. The corresponding parameters of
the probe are displayed on the screen.
5. Select "ROTATING".
6. If the auto mode is required, select the "FAUTO" function.
7. Apply the ultrasonic conductor to the probe energy emitter area (black area)
8. Apply a protective cover to the probe and apply a layer of lubrication to the protective cover.
9. Click the "START" button to enter the working state.
10. Insert the probe at the end of the vagina. "0" degree scale in the top, if you choose the
automatic mode, just press the button on the handle once, you can finish a circle, and
automatically reset automatically.
11. Press the button on the handle to launch a line
12. Repeat the previous step until you complete this step. The handle is automatically reset.
13. After completing the required steps, turn off the power, remove the protective cover, and
clean the probe and handle with a cleaning agent.



Ten. Instrument Precautions and maintenance
1.When using the instrument, wipe it clean with water and disinfect it with detergent, and keep it
safe (to avoid scratching the black film of the probe)
2. Before using the instrument, try the plug with the grounding pin and make sure that the
instrument's power outlet is properly grounded.
3. Ensure that the instrument voltage is low, if the local power supply voltage is unstable, we
recommend that users increase the power to match the stable power supply.
4. For the purpose of the instrument treatment and to ensure the normal service life, please use
the original manufacturer to provide or recommend the use of the development of accessories.
5. Do not place the instrument near moisture or near water. Do not expose the instrument to
direct sunlight.
6. Do not use the instrument near strong heat source body, because it may affect the service life
of equipment and normal use.
7. In winter or when the weather is dry to avoid contact with bad, please use the gel evenly
coated face (probe flat)
8. Water and other media can not penetrate the machine inside, can not hit the beat and heavy
drop to avoid damage to the instrument.
9. After the use of ultrasonic beauty equipment, please disinfect the probe and disconnect the
power supply.
Eleven. Instrument user taboo
1. Before using the instrument should first clean the vagina, to avoid dirt with ultrasound into the
skin or prevent the penetration of ultrasound.
2. The use of the dielectric is best to have a certain viscosity This is conducive to better
integration of ultrasound and skin to prevent the gap caused by reflection and better sound and
better conduction.
3. Each treatment area can not be repeated too much, up to three times.
4. The degree of heat of the probe does not represent the size of the ultrasonic power output.
5. Patients who are sick should use this instrument carefully unless authorized by a doctor.
6. Malignant cancer patients, hemophilia or severe bleeding, hyperthyroidism patients, asthma
patients, hypertensive patients, patients with major diseases and skin diseases, infectious
diseases with caution.
7. Cervical erosion and mild vaginitis are prohibited use.
8. Patients with major diseases, skin diseases and infectious diseases with caution.
9. Ultrasound knife after treatment do not eat spicy food, within a week can not bath and
intercourse.
Twelve. Instrument Common problems
1. The instrument interface is not displayed, please check whether the power plug is not
connected or the power switch is not open.
2. The instrument is normal but the key fails, please check the power supply is bad.
3. When the probe and the face is not flat when the instrument will automatically shut down, just
re-boot to start the operation


